


California based designer Randy Freedman started his 
premium men’s tailoring shop in 2008. Randy worked as Ben 
Harper’s guitar technician for nearly a decade before 
departing the rock n’ roll industry to create his own 
clothing collection. It was Randy’s focused, unflinching 
quest to bring back the ultimate in tailoring, responding 
to the industry’s dire need for clothing that possessed the 
perfect fit. Traveling the world and absorbing a multitude 
of artistic expression inspired his unique accenting style, 
which illustrates rich, creative and distinct storytelling 
touches. The fundamentals of fit, style and quality always 
compelled Randy when it came to fashion.

An avid collector of vintage shirts for over ten years, 
Randy experienced an epiphany when he realized that out of 
the hundreds of shirts hanging in his closet, he would only 
wear a select few. He set out on a mission to find out what 
traits those few shirts had in common that made them 
staples in his wardrobe. It quickly became apparent that 
fabric and tailoring reflected the cornerstone of the 
greatest garments. Freedman’s design premise is careful 
tailoring, select fabrics, and unique accenting: tying 
together all the subtleties of expression with purpose.

Randy mastered the tailoring process while crafting one of 
a kind, custom-made button downs for musicians and other 
influential people in the entertainment industry. His 
travels and ensuing friendships with Ben Harper, Jack 
Johnson, Marc Ford, G Love, and Donavon Frankenreiter would 
make up the inner circle for the Freedman Custom Shop to 
spawn from. Positive feedback inspired his conscious 
expansion into a comprehensive men’s shirt and jacket 
collection, which is part and parcel to his commitment to 
the honest delivery of a brand with old-fashioned quality 
and pure feel.

Freedman’s mission resonates on this higher level, a true 
reflection of Americana: a renewed taste for quality 
construction, classic style, and pride in bringing things 
to life with the utmost care. Each and every shirt is 
handmade in the USA in limited production runs.

Today, the Freedman brothers, Randy and Matt, deliver this 
vision to you with the ultimate hope that you enjoy each 
and every garment to the fullest.  Finding clothing that is 
comfortable yet sturdy, soulful, expressive, and versatile 
has been difficult until now. 
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Randy Freedman
Founder & Creative Director
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Matthew McConaughey

Santa Monica, Ca



Leon Mobley
Percussionist - Damian Marley Nick Hexum

Singer - 311

Chris Traynor
Guitarist - Gavin Rossdale, Helmet
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G Love
Musician

Michael Ward
Guitarist - Ben Harper, The Wallflowers

Donavon Frankenreiter
Musician
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James Denton
Actor - Desperate Housewives

Jason Kennedy
Host - E! News

Christian Kane
Actor - TNT’s Leverage
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